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ABSTRACT 
Normal forms of a holomorphic matrix-valued function A(z) under different classes 
of similarity transformations and corresponding forms of the singular differential opera- 
tor z’ d /dz - A(z). r E M, r > 1, are investigated. The problem of holomorphic simi- 
larity of matrix-valued functions is given special consideration. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
A transformation of variables Y(z) = T(z) X( z) reduces the n x n-matrix 
linear differential equation 
zrY'( z) = A( z)Y( z), ZE@G, ?-EM, (0.1) 
to 
CX’( z) = B( 2)x( 2)’ (0.2) 
where 
B(Z) = T-‘(z)A(z)T(z) - CT-‘(z)T’(z). (0.3) 
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is a holomorphic matrix-valued function near z = 0 and r > 1, then the point 
z = 0 is an irregular singular point of Equation (0.1) [18, Chapter 41. This 
point is also an irregular singular point of Equation (0.2) if 
and its inverse are holomorphic in a neighborhood of the origin. In what 
follows we shall consider only those transformations T(z) which are invertible 
in some deleted neighborhood of the origin. 
The traditional way of investigating (0.1) is to transform it via a transfor- 
mation T(z) to an equation (0.2), where B is in a simple form. If Z’, = I in 
(0.5) and 
then according to Equation (0.3) we obtain the following recurrence system of 
matrix equations: 
B, = A,, 
where the last term is absent if m < r. 
A system (0.6) without this last term, generally speaking, corresponds to 
the equation 
B(Z) = T-+)A(+(+ (0.7) 
which defines a matrix-valued function B(z) similar to A(z). For both equa- 
tions (0.3) and (0.7) it is possible to represent the corresponding system (0.6) 
as 
B, = A,, 
[ A, > L] = B, - A, + C,,, 
(0.8) 
m 2 1, 
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where the matrix C, is already known at step m. Let us note that this 
representation is not correct for r = 1. Hence the requirement of irregular- 
ity of the equation (0.1) is essential. This remark shows the close rela- 
tion between the problem of constructing normal forms for holomorphic 
matrix-valued functions and for differential equations. 
The latter problem has been investigated by many authors (see [2, 11, 13, 
16, 18, 191). 
The shearing-transformation method, which was proposed by H. L. 
Territtin in 1952 to solve the equation (O.l), should be noted in part- 
icular. In Section I we use certain modifications of this method to con- 
struct normal forms with respect to holomorphic, meromorphic, root- 
holomorphic, and root-meromorphic transformations. Section 2 is devoted 
to further investigations of the structure of the holomorphic normal form. 
The series B(z) which is obtained as a solution of the system (0.6) is, 
generally speaking, divergent. Thus it is natural to consider a formal series 
A(Z) = 5 Akzk 
k=O (0.9) 
in Equation (O.l), and we shall always mean this in what follows. 
1. NORMAL FORMS 
1.1. Holomorphic Similarity 
Let us assume that the matrix A,, is in Jordan normal form, i.e., 
A,, = diag( L’,, . . . , Lr), (1.1) 
where 
(I-2) 
li + Zj for i + j, Hij is the upper-triangular shift matrix of order h,,, and 
It is well known that the holomorphic matrix-valued function 
(1.4) 
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is holomorphically similar to a matrix-valued function of the form 
B(Z) =diag(Lb+B’(~),...,L~+B~(z)), (1.5) 
where the B’(Z) are holomorphic matrix-valued functions of order CT’, hij 
and B’(0) = 0 [l, 15, 18, 191. 
Now and in what follows we can, without any loss of generality, assume 
that A, is a nilpotent matrix 
A,=diag(H,,...,H,), 
where H,, . . . , HP are shift matrices of orders h, > h, 2 - * * > h,. 
Taking into account the structure of the kernel and image of the operator 
[A,, * ] (see [l, lo]) and using the equations (O.B), it is not very difficult to 
show that the matrix-valued function (1.4) is holomorphically similar to a 
matrix-valued function A, + B(z), where B(Z) is correspondingly partitioned 
into p2 blocks of orders h, x h,, such that the only nonzero entries in each 
block appear in the first column, and only in the final positions of that 
if h, > h, (see Figure 1 for the case p = 3). 
The obtained matrix-valued function B(z) will be called the Arnold normal 
form (A-form) of A(z). Th e corresponding result for a singular differential 
h 
h2 
h3 
ha 
h3 
FIG. 1. 
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zr$ - A(z) 
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(1.6) 
was obtained by H. L. Turrittin (see [18, Lemma 19.21). Using the theory of 
versa1 deformations, V. I. Arnold showed in [l] how to reduce a matrix-valued 
function that is holomorphically dependent on several complex variables to the 
A-form by means of a holomorphic similarity transformation. 
The A-form is not uniquely determined. A more detailed study of A-forms 
is given in Section 2. 
1.2. Meromorphic Similarity 
In the previous section it was assumed that a reducing holomorphic 
transformation T(z) had a free term To = I, but naturally this demand is not 
restrictive. Moreover, it is possible to extend the class of similarity transforma- 
tions by setting 
where T(z) is holomorphic and invertible in a deleted neighborhood of the 
origin. Then T-‘(z) is holomorphic and invertible in the same neighborhood 
and has at most a pole at the origin. In that case the transformation (1.7) is 
called a meromorphic transformation. 
A matrix of the form 
B= 
b, 1 0 * * * 0 
* 0 - - 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
. . . . 0 
. . * 1 
b, 0 . . . . 0 
(1.8) 
is called a Frobenius matrix. The polynomial (p(X) = X” - b,h”-’ 
+ . . . + (- l)“b, is the characteristic polynomial of B, and B is a companion 
matrix of cp( X). 
THEOREM 1.1. Any hokmwrphk matrix-oalued function A(z) can be 
reduced to a direct sum B(z) of hoknnorphic Frobenius matrices by a corre- 
sponding wonwrphk transform&ion T(z). 
The proof is based on the following Lemma 19.4 from [18]. 
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LEMMA. Let L be a nilpotent n x n matrix of the type (1.2), M be a block 
lower-triangular matrix, L = diag M, and all nonzero entries of any off- 
diagonal block of M be situated only in their first columns. Denote by 
CYyi, yi, i = 1 , . . . ) n, the degrees of the greatest common divisors of the order i 
minors of the matrices L - Xl and M - Xl respectively. Then the inequality 
Yj < ai (1.9) 
holdsforall i= l,..., n, and there exists at least one number i, such that 
yi,, < oyi, if M # L. (Note that Y,, = CX, = n is always true, and if (Ye = . . . = 
an-1 = 0 then L is a shift matrix.) 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us assume that the holomorphic matrix-valued 
function A(z) is in A-form and that among all off-diagonal blocks of the first 
block column 
Cal, A(z) = Col( A”( z), . . . , Ap’( z)) 
there exists a nonzero one. Let g > 0 be the smallest degree of z among the 
entries of these blocks, and let us realize a similarity transformation of A(z) 
with the matrix 
Sl( z) = diag( zegIs,, &,), (1.10) 
where I, is the identity matrix of order m, s1 = h,, q1 = n - sl. 
It is easy to check that the holomorphic matrix-valued function 
C(z) = S;‘(z)A(z)S1(z) 
preserves the A-form and that 
‘H, 0 . . * * 0‘ 
C21 . . 
C(0) = : : * : . : , 
. . . . . 
. . . . 
Cp’ 0 . . . 0 H 
\ P 
where at least one of the blocks Czl, . . . , Cp’ is nonzero. Then by virtue of 
our lemma there exists at least one i, 1 < i < n - 1, such that the degree of 
the greatest common divisor of order i minors of C(0) - XI is less than that of 
A, - XI. 
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Let us reduce the matrix-valued function C(Z) to its A-form A,( Z) by 
means of the holomorphic transformation R,(z). Then the matrix A,(O) is the 
Jordan normal form of C(0) due to the holomorphy of R,(Z). 
Diagonal matrices with different powers of z on the diagonal and corre-. 
sponding similarity transformations are called shearing matrices and shearing 
transformations. 
If we continue this process, it is not difficult to see that after a certain 
number N of steps, the initial matrix-valued function A( Z) will be reduced to a 
direct sum B(Z) of Frobenius holomorphic matrix-valued functions by means 
of a transformation T(z) of the form 
where the S,(Z) are shearing matrices of the type (1.10) and the Rk( z) realize 
a holomorphic transformation to the A-form. U 
The obtained matrix-valued function B(z) is called the Frobenius normal 
form (F-form) of A(z). 
REMARK 1.1. The germs of functions that are holomorphic in a deleted 
neighborhood of the origin, with at most a pole singularity at the origin, form a 
field. It is well known that the matrix with entries belonging to any field can 
be reduced to a direct sum of Frobenius matrices within this field [12, Section 
7.61. However, the method of Theorem 1.1 is constructive, which, by the way, 
shows that the F-form of a holomorphic matrix-valued function still preserves 
the holomorphy at the origin. 
REMARK 1.2. Without any changes this method can be used to obtain 
F-forms for singular differential operators (1.6). 
REMARK 1.3. If the characteristic polynomial (p( X, z) of the holomorphic 
Frobenius matrix-valued function (1.8) is factorable over the field of germs 
of meromorphic functions, then (1.8) can be split into a direct sum of 
holomorphic Frobenius blocks by means of a meromorphic transformation 
[ll, 191. 
A matrix-valued function B(z), the F-form of A(z), is called an explicit 
F-form of A(z) if the characteristic polynomials of all blocks of B(z) are 
nonfactorable over the field of germs of meromorphic functions. 
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REMARK 1.4. The well known suficient condition of W. Wasow for the 
holomorphic similarity of matrix-valued functions [18, Theorem 28.11 can be 
simply obtained from Theorem 1.1 [ll, Section 11. 
1.3. Root-Meromorphic Similarity 
Functions which are meromorphic or holomorphic with respect to some 
z l/P, p E N, are called root-meromorphic [3, Chapter v] and root-holomorphic, 
respectively. 
THEOREM 1.2. Any holomorphic matrix-ualued function A(z) can be 
reduced to a direct sum J(z) of root-mewmorphic Jordan blocks 
0 1 * . * 0’ 
. 
1. 
. . 
X(z)I+ : * : . : 
* 1 
0 . . . . 0 
by means of a corresponding root-meronwrphic transformation. 
Proof. In accordance with Theorem 1.1 we can assume that 
/al(z) 1 0 
a2(z) 0 ‘. 
A(Z) =H+ kclA,z’= . . . . 1 . (1.11) 
. . 
a,(z) 0 -0. 0 
If A(z) has a single eigenvalue y z). then x(z) = a,(z)/ n and it is not difficult 
to check that 
J(z) = +)I+ H = T-l(~)A(~)T(~), 
where 
c,_&(z) 
0 . . . . .()‘ 
1 
. . 
T-‘(Z) = : 
. . . 
. . . . 
. . 
c;_,F(z) c;_,x”-3(z) * * * C,‘h(z) 1 0 
\ 
r-y z) x”-“(z) * . * P(2) x(z) 1 , 
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Let A(z) have at least two distinct eigenvalues. Let us choose a shearing 
transformation with the matrix 
S(Z) = diag(I, zgl, . . . , z(“-‘)gl). (1.12) 
Here g, satisfies the equation 
g, = min 
deg Q(Z) 
1 <k<n k ’ 
(1.13) 
and deg a(z) is defined as the multiplicity of the zero of the holomorphic 
function a(z) at the point z = 0. 
It follows from (1.13) that 
deg uk(a) - (k - I)gi 2 gl 
for all k = 1, . . . , n, and this inequality is nonstrict for at least one k, say k,. 
Then the matrix-valued function C(z), defined by 
z”lC(z) = S-+)A(+(+ 
is holomorphic with respect to .zllkO and C(0) # H. 
If the matrix C(0) has at least two distinct eigenvalues, then C(Z) can be 
reduced to the block-diagonal form by means of a transformation which is 
holomorphic with respect to ~“~0, and thus the dimension of the problem is 
reduced. Otherwise it is easy to check that g, EM and 
Al(z) = S-‘(z)A(z)S(z) = zgl X11+ H+ k$l&Zk 
where H + C,“=, A,,zk has the form (1.11) [18, Lemma 19.31. 
By repeated use of shearing transformations one can obtain 
splitting of the problem or at some step, say m, a matrix-valued 
A,(z) of the form 
either a 
function 
wherevk=g,+**~+gk,k=l,...,m,andallgieM\{O}. 
In the latter case all the eigenfunctions of A( Z) coincide up to the terms of 
order v,,,. But the sequence { Yk} cannot increase infinitely, because, according 
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to the assumption, A(z) has at least two distinct eigenfunctions. So the 
problem has to split, and the proof is complete. W 
REMARK 1.5. Since the field f o germs of root-meromorphic functions 
is algebraically closed, Theorem 1.2 follows from the classical results about 
the second normal form of a matrix. However, the shearing-transformation 
method allows us to obtain simultaneously the J-form and a Jordan basis of a 
holomorphic matrix-valued function. 
The above-stated shearing-transformation method differs from Turrittin’s 
original method by the use of transformations of two types (1. lo), (1.12) 
instead of just (1.12). However, this modification substantially simplifies the 
original method and yields the F-form of a given matrix-valued function A(z). 
Moreover, the following statement is a direct consequence of abovementioned 
method: A(z) is holomorphically similar to its J-form J(z) if and only if the 
A-form is a direct sum of Frobenius matrices with a single eigenvalue each 
(i.e., some A-form coincides with such an F-form). To make this criterion 
more constructive one needs to continue with a more detailed investigation of 
A-forms (see Section 2). 
REMARK 1.6. The statement of Theorem 1.2 is also true for differential 
operators (1.6). The only difference in the proof is the fact that in the operator 
case the reduction is finished when A(z) is split into one-dimensional blocks 
and blocks with at most a regular singularity, instead of blocks with a single 
eigenvalue as in the matrix case. This method is also usable to construct 
J-forms for wider classes of singular differential operators, in particular, for 
singular operators with respect to a parameter or double singular operators 
[ll, 161. 
1.4. Root-Holonwrphic Similarity 
It would be natural to try to complement our obtained forms by a normal 
form with respect to root-holomorphic transformations. 
THEOREM 1.3. Any holomorphic matrix-valued function A(z) can be 
reduced to a triangular matrix D(z) which is holomorphic with respect to 
zlfP, p E W, by means of a root-holonwrphic transformation T(z). 
Proof. The proof is based on the following lemma (see [2]). 
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LEMMA. If a matrix-valued function Q(z) has a pole at the origin, then 
Q(z) = T(z)+)zK, 
where T(z) and T-‘(z) are holomorphic matrix-valued functions, the matrix 
P(z) is an upper-triangular polynomial with respect to z- ‘, P(m) = 1, 
diag P(z) = I, and K is a diagonal matrix with integer entries. 
According to Theorem 1.2 
A(z) = Q( z)l( z)Q-'( + 
where the transformation Q(z) is meromorphic with respect to some z’/P, 
p E M. In accordance with our lemma, 
Q(P) = T(t)P(i-)?> 
where z = {P. Thus 
A(Z) = T(r)P(r)~KJ(TP)~-KP-1(3.)T-1(5-) 
= T( d’P)D( z)T-'( d/P), 
where the matrix-valued function 
D( 2) = P( Zl’P) ZKIPJ( z)z-KlPP( zl’p) 
is holomorphic with respect to z”P and upper-triangular. n 
The matrix-valued function D(z) is called a T-form (triangular form) of 
A(z) [ll, 161. 
In fact, Theorem 1.3 was obtained already in the work of W. G. Liavitt 
[I41 and later improved upon by S. Friedland [4]. He proved that D(z) is a 
polynomial with respect to zlIp and estimated its degree. The case of 
continuous matrix-valued functions was considered in [8]. 
REMARK 1.7. The statement of Theorem 1.3 is also true for differential 
operators (1.6). Indeed, let an operator (1.6) be reduced to its J-form z ‘d /dz 
- j(z) by means of the transformation Q(z) which is meromorphic with 
respect to zl/p, p E RI. Then according to (0.3) 
J(z) = Q-'(++)Q(z) - z'Q-+)$Q(z). (1.14) 
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But we are able to choose Q(z) up to a scalar factor Z”‘, m E Q, so that 
o(a) = T(++), (1.15) 
where T(z) is a root-holomorphic transformation and R(z) is an upper- 
triangular matrix polynomial with respect to zl/P; see the lemma. The 
substitution of (1.15) into (1.14) gives 
J zz R-‘T-‘ATR - zcR-lT-l $. R + TdR , 
dz dz 1 
or 
d 
T-lAT - z’T-ldZT = RJR-’ + .‘-$a R-‘. 
The right-hand side D( z.) of the last equation is an upper-triangular matrix. 
The differential operator z r d /dz - D(z) is called a T-form of the operator 
(1.6) [ll, 161. 
The following table illustrates the results thus far obtained: 
Type of transformation Integer Root 
Holomorphic A-form T-form 
Meromorphic F-form J-form 
REMARK 1.8. There is a question about the upper bound p(n) of 
the denominator of the fractional powers in the J-form of a holomorphic 
n x n-matrix-valued function. The estimation 
from [I71 asymptotically improves the estimate obtained previously [IS]: p(n) 
is less or equal than the least common multiple of the numbers { 1,2, . . . , n} . 
2. REFINED A-FORM 
2.1. Definitions 
This section is devoted to further investigations of the A-forms of a 
holomorphic matrix-valued function A(z). In the previous section it was 
shown that both the F-form and the J-form of A(z) depend on not more than 
n holomorphic entries. Is this also true for A-forms? In what follows we 
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consider a few cases where the answer is positive. These results were obtained 
independently from the corresponding results of S. Kaschenko, announced in 
[lo], and we consider the more general situation. The series of papers by S. 
Friedland [4-61, and also [9], which are devoted to the holomorphic-similarity 
problem, should be noted here. 
Let us denote by N( A,) and F( A,,) the kernel and image of the operator 
[A,,, * ] in the space %I?“,, of n x n complex matrices, where 
A, = diag( H,, . . . , If,), (2.1) 
in which Hi is the upper-triangular shift matrix of order hi, h, > *** 2 hr. 
Then N( A,,) consists of all block matrices with nonzero entries in each block 
only at the places marked in Figure 2(a). Moreover, the entries on each 
diagonal are equal. It is also well known (see for example [7]) that F( A,) 
consists of all block matrices with a zero sum of entries on each diagonal 
marked in Figure 2(b) of each block. The block orders are determined by 
(2.1). By direct complementation of N( A,) and F( A,), let us choose the 
subspaces V( A,,) and K( A,) of bl oc matrices with a zero sum of entries on k 
each diagonal marked in Figure 2(a) of each block and with the form shown in 
Figure 1 (Section 1) respectively. 
2.2. The Equal-Dimension Case 
Let us consider the case when h, = h, = h. Then h = n/r, and one can 
represent 
N(A0) = 
K( Ao) = 
UD 
41 
h-l 
i90 Ni( AO)T 
h-l 
iFo Ki( AO), 
P-2) 
(2.3) 
FIG. 2. 
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where the elements of the subspaces A$( A,) have in each block all diagonals 
zero except one, and those of Ki( A,) have in each block all entries zero 
except one. This nonzero diagonal or entry, respectively, occupies the (i + 1)th 
place from the bottom. 
The subspaces h$( A,), Kj( A,,) can be described in terms of the Kronecker 
product. Thus 
V(‘kNi( Ao) * V(‘) = 8 @Hi, Bi~!JJIm,,, (24 
A(j) E Kj( A,,) cs A(j) = $!I’@ (~?_~e;), ?lj~!tJI~,., (2.5) 
where H denotes the nilpotent Jordan block of order h, and ei denotes the ith 
unit vector in CC”. So for any A E K( A,) and VE N( A,) there exist r x r 
matrices 9x0,. . . ,?l[h_l and %a,. . .,%h_l such that 
h-1 
V= x%‘@H’. 
(2.6) 
i=O 
Let us denote by P the projector on K( A,) from !JJI,, parallel to F( A,). 
Then, using the properties of the Kronecker product and of the projector P, 
one can find that 
U’%‘@J P( ~,,_~e;~). 
Since 
) = { yeh-i-je;) 
if i+j>h-1, 
if i+j<h-1, 
we have 
h-2 
P(AV) = C C 21j2Ji@ (e,_,eT). 
I=0 i+j=l 
(2.7) 
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Using the formula Hi(eh_jeT) = (eh_j_ier) if i +j < h - 1, we also have 
h-2 
P(VA) = c c 8’8’@ (eh_,eT). 
I=0 i+j=l 
(2.8) 
These equations formally allow us to consider r x r matrix polynomials 
(Z~~~%jej)(~~~~ ZJiei) and (Cfioi %i~i)(CJcillj~j) instead of expressions 
P( AV) and P(VA), where A E K( A,), VE N( A,). 
Let the matrix-valued function 
(2.9) 
with A, defined in (2.1), be in A-form. Then all Aim K( A,), i > 1. Let, 
according to (2.6) 
h-l 
Al = ,Fo a’ @ (e,-je?). 
THEOREM 2.1. If the r x r matrix $?I ’ has r distinct eigenvalues, then A(z) 
can be reduced by means of a holomorphic transformation to a direct sum of r 
Frobenius matrices 
where each 
B(Z) =diag(B’(z),...,B’(z)), (2.10) 
B’(z) = Hj + kg1 Bjzk, j= l,...,r. (2.11) 
Proof. We want to find V(z) = Cr=oVkzk and B(z) = A, + c,“=, BkZk 
of the for’ms (2.10) and (2.11) that satisfy 
[A&‘,] = 6, 
[A,, VI] = -( A,Vo - VaB,), (2.12) 
[A,, Vk] = - ( ArVk_I - Vk-rBr + *** +A,Vo - V,$k), k = 2,3,..., 
where V. is an invertible matrix and V. E N( A,) due to the first equation in 
(2.12). To do that let us consider the equivalent form of the second equation 
in (2.12) 
P( A,V, - V,B,) = 0. (2.13) 
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In accordance with (2.6) we can assume 
h-l 
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that 
h-l 
where 8’, Z~~EE,.,.. Without any loss of generality we can also assume that 
91’ = diag( X,, . . . , Xr), 
where Xi + Xj if i + j. 
Then due to (2.7) it is possible to satisfy (2.13) by requiring that the formal 
polynomial 
have h initial zero coefficients. But by using of the methods of Section 1.1 it is 
easy to show that these equations can be solved with diagonal matrices dj and 
23’ = I, b ’ = ?I0 by the proper choice of 8”, i, j = 1, . . . , h - 1. Thus, we 
can obtain a solution of (2.13) with block-diagonal B,. 
Let us denote the subspace of all block-diagonal matrices from K( A,) by 
K”. Then B, EK’. 
To show the analogous result for all Bj, j > 2, it should be noted from the 
foregoing arguments that 
Im[ P TrA,,e,] -i- K” = K( Ao), 
where Tr, , a X = AX - XB, X E N( A,). Moreover, the equation 
P(V,X) = Y, YEKO, 
where V. is defined by (2.13), is always solvable in the space K ‘. 
The kth equation in the system (2.12) has the form 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
[A,, Vk] + [ A,Vk_r - Vk-$11 = c, + V,Bk, (2.16) 
where the matrix ck is known at step k and Vk_r = ck_ r -I- V&r is defined 
up to Vk_r E N( A,). Then, using (2.14), (2.15), it is easy to see that the 
equivalent form 
P[ ArVk_r - V&r] - PIVOBk] = P[ck - A&k-r + +&I,] 
with ckk-1 E V( A,) always has a solution V&r E N( A,) and Sk E K”. That 
completes the proof. H 
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The matrix-valued function (Z.lO)-(2.11) is called a refined A-form of 
A(z). In the considered case this form coincides with some F-form of A(z), 
and therefore, taking into account Section 1.2, it is uniquely determined. 
2.3. Other Cases 
In the general case the question about the refined A-form is more compli- 
cated. Here we are going to list some results concerning this subject which 
can be proved by methods similar to those of Section 2.2 (compare with [lo]). 
In (2.1) let h, = * - * = h,, where t < r, let 
A g” = diag( H,, . . . , H,) 
and let $?I0 be constructed out of A;” and a corresponding th, x th, 
submatrix of A, in the same way as in Section 2.2. The following theorem is a 
generalization of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.2. If p < t is the rank of the matrix a’, then the matrix- 
valued function A(z) can be holomorphically split into 
B(Z) = diag( f4( z), Bz( z))> 
where 
Br(0) = diag( H,, . . . , HP), B2(0) = diag( HP+,, . . . , H,), 
and both matrix-valued functions B,(z), B,(z) are in A-f_n-m. 
We complete this section with the following theorem; it deals with the 
case r = 2, which is not covered by Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.3 
(a) i’fh, = h, = n/2 and 
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then the refined A-form of A(z) is 
A. I. TOVBIS 
B(z) = A, + 
\ 
xz + b,&) I z 
--------_____I 
b”,,,,(Z) y-------- . 
01 0 
b&j i hz 
(b) If h, > h,, ( A,)hl,’ = 0, I( A,)hl,hl+l 1 + I( A,)“,i ) # 0, then the 
refined A-form of A(z) is 
B(z) = A,, + 
bl(z) 
bd ‘) 
oi 0 
I z 
_I---_-___ .--------- 
bh,+l( z, 
0 
b,,jz) 
I 
I 0 
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